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Eastern Cape Life Science Common
In life science research, diagnostic, and clinical labs, the uptake of digital connectivity has been proceeding cautiously for a number of years, but has recently also been impacted by ...
Unlocking the power of digitalization for life science and diagnostics services
The ways in which Mzansi mothers seek to support pregnancy, birth and babies through food are deliciously diverse.
The cycle of life, love, milk and honey in Mzansi motherhood lore
A UK clinical trial, led by Eastern ... care health sciences. A former student activist and president of the Rhodes University SRC, Butler is the son of the late Eastern Cape poet, novelist ...
Asthma steroid drug can help people with Covid-19 – Prof Butler
How can the fractured unity between Catholics and Orthodox Christians be resolved regarding the question of when to celebrate this day of all days in the Christian calendar?
Astronomical Truth: Science Offers Common Easter Date for East and West
Photographer David Doubilet, who has documented many of the planet's aquatic extravaganzas, calls the sardine run "one of the most amazing pulses of life in the world's oceans," a phenomenon every ...
South Africa's Teeming Seas
Condolence message by Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa on the occasion of the funeral service of Mr Michael Coetzee, former Secretary of Parliament, Cape Town Just a few days ago we celebrated Youth ...
Remembering the life of Michael Coetzee - Cyril Ramaphosa
Gauteng and Western Cape are currently leading with regard to having higher life expectancy for both males and females. Most elderly persons died of natural causes. The common underlying causes of ...
Here’s the average life expectancy in South Africa right now – and the top 3 health conditions among the elderly
Although there had been an increase in infections in the Northern Cape, Free State and North West, these seemed to be plateauing, he said. The Eastern ... The science behind changing restrictions ...
God Help Us: Could religious gatherings cause a Covid resurrection?
Love is in the air this spring in the eastern United States, where billions of cicadas will soon appear in the biggest emergence event since 2004. The insects are part of a group called Brood X — also ...
Brood X is almost here. Billions of cicadas to emerge in eastern US
Cape Girardeau ... of Appeals Eastern District of Missouri in St. Louis Kathianne Knaup Crane and judges Mary L. Rhodes and Mary Kathryn Hoff will hold court at 9 a.m. in the Common Pleas ...
Out of the past: April 17
the Nancy and Peter Meinig Family Investigator in the Life Sciences, and assistant professor in the Department of Neurobiology and Behavior in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.
Social wasps lose face recognition abilities in isolation
This new global-touring exhibition takes visitors on a personal journey through the life of the world’s ... programs and activities in the Eastern Cape; and, providing community and spiritual ...
The Milwaukee Public Museum and America's Black Holocaust Museum Invite You to Take a Journey Through the Life of Nelson Mandela at the U.S. Debut of Mandela: The Official ...
The month of May is what Iowa bird-watchers are longing for after a long winter. Although the fall can boast great bird diversity and numbers, but May contains a window of time, during peak migration, ...
May is birding heaven in Eastern Iowa
But as the romance continues without the nation watching, the couple are getting used to their new life together ... play catch-up,” she said. The Eastern Cape beauty was a fan favourite ...
Life outside the villa for ’Love Island SA’ winners Thimna and Libho
O. Methodist Primary School in Ashtown and the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology Primary School in Kumasi. He then proceeded to Mfantsipim School in Cape Coast for his secondary ...
Between life and death: How Boakye Agyarko was shot, left to die and God’s miracle
Peterson disappeared from public life into a series of rehab facilities in Eastern Europe ... that many of our "traditions" and supposed common-sense ideas about nation, duty and personal ...
South Africa: Book Review | Beyond Order - 12 More Rules for Life
Some of the productions showcasing at the “A Kafka Moment” include “Kafka’s Ape”, “Odradek”, “A Common Confusion ... in South Africa in the Eastern Cape, and now lives in ...
Internationally renowned 'Kafka’s Ape' is a must-see SA play
Reynolds also weaves in common experiences, such as the anguish of ushering a sick companion animal through its last few weeks of life ... in the Eastern Shore’s southernmost town, Cape Charles ...
Sheri Reynolds’ new novel is rich in feeling for life’s troubles and gray areas
Wildfires on the mountains surrounding Cape Town are fairly common during the hot ... to gamekeeper as she lands new job with South Eastern Health Trust ‘Tough loss’ for Belfast as Holohans ...
Residents evacuated as raging Table Mountain wildfire spreads in Cape Town
Also known as green-headed coneflower, sochan plays an important role in the cultural heritage of the Eastern Band of Cherokee ... late-summer-blooming wildflower is common along streams and ...
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